
209 talk Media Day
December 9th 2022 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Clothing:
1 - Business Jacket
2 - Casual Outfits 
Imagine zoom. We are more concerned with your upper body.
Please feel free to wear jeans. 

These are some of the poses we have in mind for you and here is a color palette
we recommend based on what we will be wearing as well. 

Tenative agenda 

Team Pictures 
Individual Headshots
Candid Images 
Confetti Images  

Photo Teaser (10:00 a.m. to 10:45 a.m.) 

Tiktok Promotional  (10:45 a.m. to 11:15 a.m.)  
Meet the Team (Fuller House) 
*Mayor Lincoln will sit at the gold podcast mic in the Radio
Station. 
Meet the Mayor 
*Walking past the Radio Station
Get Ready for my Podcast with me
*Mayor Lincoln will be doing different actions leading up to
podcast. 
Choreographed Dance 
*Mayor will do this dance.  

https://www.tiktok.com/@scuddercoffee/video/7027858995356486958?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7027858995356486958&web_id=7117305717243594286
https://www.tiktok.com/@scuddercoffee/video/7027858995356486958?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7027858995356486958&web_id=7117305717243594286
https://www.tiktok.com/@dancerkid1010/video/7098063562345680171?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7098063562345680171&web_id=7117305717243594286
https://www.tiktok.com/@dancerkid1010/video/7098063562345680171?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7098063562345680171&web_id=7117305717243594286
https://www.tiktok.com/@usher/video/7159736500798770474?_r=1&_t=8Xp49KsgPfC&is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7159736500798770474
https://www.tiktok.com/@elysemyers/video/7162979563365076266?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7162979563365076266&web_id=7117305717243594286
https://www.tiktok.com/@elysemyers/video/7162979563365076266?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7162979563365076266&web_id=7117305717243594286


Podcast Teaser (11:15 a.m. to 11: 45 a.m.)
Teaser #1 
Nicole/Caroleta: “What’s up Stockton? It’s Nicole! We’re here
in the Digital Media Department at San Joaquin Delta
College. Are you excited as we announce a project we've
been working on behind the scenes?

Mayor Lincoln: What's up 209, It's Mayor Lincoln! I'm super
excited about my partnership with SJDC Digital Media to
produce a podcast called 209 Talk which provides reputable
and timely information on current events in the 209.

What is your most used emoji? 
If you were a wrestler what would be your entrance
theme song? 
Have you ever been told you look like someone famous,
who was it? 
Say you’re independently wealthy and don’t have to
work, what would you do with your time? 
What sport would you compete in if you were in the
Olympics? 
Which band / artist – dead or alive would play at your
funeral? 
What is your favorite time of the day and why? 

Teaser #2  
Our objective is to sit in the podcast room to get video
footage to use later. We aren’t worried about audio.  
 
Ice Breaker Questions: 


